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By Alexander Solzhenits 
Barred by the Soviet government from receiving, the 1970 Ndbel Prize for Uterature,. ;So/zhenitsvn nonetheless= wrote this 'aCceptan.ce speech, which was published` last. week in the Nobel-Foundation's year—.-, book. This nearly complete ,version is based on the foundations officio/ translation: - 	 '  



1 -from which the Nobel llegiffife,  
read, a platform offered tte 
every writer and only one; 
time, I have climbed not three :or four 
makeshift steps, but hundreds. an'cl" 
even thousands of them, unyielding, 
precipitous, frozen steps, leading out .; 
of the darkness and cold where it was 
my fate to survive, while othert–Ter-
haps with a greater gift and atrOnger 
than I—have perished. Of them, I  
self met but a few on the archipelago 
of Gulag (the central administration 
of corrective labor camps), shattered 
into its fractionary multitude of 
lands, ant beneath the millsteae, of 
shadowing and mistrust I -did not talk 
to them all; 'of some I only heard, of 
others still I only guessed. Those who 
fell into that abyss already bearing' a" 
literary name are at least known, but;. 

116111"1"11"11,11 1"11.11'  
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how many were never recognized, 
never once„ mentioned, in public? And 
virtually- no,  one managed to return. A-

- 
 

whole .  national 'literature remained 
there cast into oblivion not only with 
out -a grave ,,. but without eyeztander,',, 

celnthes, asked, with'i 
to its toe. Russian literature did not 

cease fora Mintleat,;ba't freinthe Out: Iside-  it appeared aWaiielalldl ,wliare a peacefulTforest could have grown _ 	.  
there remained, after all the feeling, 
two ,or three - treed- overlooked by 
chance. 	: 	• 	•- 

. 	as I standliere today, eccoMpa- 
flied" by  the shadows of the filleti;:*Itli 

,.bowed head, allowing othero*hewere r ., 
Worth,* before to pate ahelig'ef me to 
this place -asI stand here; how:tiff:1 

..:to divine-and--to expresik-whap they - 
..-.Vonhiliave *hilted tO 

This 'Obligation has long iveiihed 
...upon us, and we have understeolt 

the ;words" of ,  Vladimir •Solovev: 
-Pen in Chains toe ourselves must 

complete' 	 . , 
Tbfst eirelaithich.„the. pada 

mapped -fer-ao• , •.- , 	ck 	• 
Frequently,"-- Wvainful camp  

ings, in a column% of 'prisoners, when 
. chains of lanterns pierced the gloom of 

the evening frosts,: there would well up'. 
inside us the words that we should like 
to' cry out to' the whole world, if the 
whole world could hear- one or us. 
Then it seemed so clear: What 'our sue-.' 
cessfut ambassador would say, and 
how the world would immediately 	' 
spond with its comment; ..O horizon 
embraced quite ' 'distinctly' both Phial- 

.. 	things ..and- spiritual, 'movements,. 
and, it saw no lopsidedness la the indi. 
visible world. These-  ideas did not 

from hooka,-  neither ;were they 4i 
imported for 'the :Sake 	'Coketence 

were formed' in:. conversations":  
With people'now dead, lii 'prison cells •''s  
and by forest fires, they were tested •• 
against that life, they grew out of that 

-existence. 	- 
When at last: the outer;  presiiiire 

grew' a little - :weaketi-:= and our hori- , 
zon broadened and gradually,; albeit, 

:"through • a -innate, chinXwe saw and.  
Itnew. ...% "the Avhale • world."' And to our 

..amazernentihe whOli world was not it 
all as we • had exPected,.,,  as we had 

• • hoped, that is to say' s: World,living "not 
• by that;" a.world leading "not there," a 

world which could exclaim at the sight 
of a muddy swamp "what 'a delightful 

p:aunddl:exe,q":41. adtt concrete' neck' nei;:1;R: 
yhat

stead a world where some 'weep ineoli: 
solate tearaanci,  others dance' to 4 light- 
hearted '`musical:'' 	 ' 

. How eotild. this happen?. „:. the 
yawnthg gap?,.:, Were .:, we insensitive' 
W the world insensitive? 9* 	due 
to lOnguage differences' Why Is it that • ; 
people are not able telleitileii-other'll 
every; distinct. utterance? 'Words cease 
to !soiled and run :away like Water—
without taste': color, smell. Without , 
tr ce 	. , 

,As I -have -emit aiideriittuld this, 
thaYears hat ;Changed and 

changed again,' the, structure, .,eontent 
end; tone of aiyi potential' speech, the: 
sPeeciativetcidgr.. • ' 

And it has:  little hi.common with its .. 
plan; Conceived on' frosty 

•' cainPeveningi: 

1pRolif TIME- 	, man has 
'-been niade in such- a way that-  his 

;vision of the 	'so long as 
. 

ANE DAY Doatoyevsky threw out -
the I./ the enigmatic remark: Beauty will 

save the world. What sort of A state-
ment is that? For a long time I consid-
ered it mere words. How could:that be 
possible? When An bloodthirsty aster,' ' 
did beanty .  ever save anyone from any- 

, thing? knnobled, uplifted*  yes—but 
whom has it saved? 	• 

There is, however, a certain -Ocilla.- 
ity in the essence of beauty, a peculiar-
ity in the status of art: Ramey, -the 
convincingness of a true worhof art is 
Completely irrefutable and it forces 
even an opposing -heart to surrender. , 
It is possible to compose an outwardly. 
smooth and elegant political speech, a 
headstrong article, a social program, 
or a philosophical system on tie baffs: 
of both a mistake and a lie„ What Isr 
hidden, what distorted, will noeimine- 
diately become obvious. 	,  

. Then a, contradictory speech, article- 
. program, a differently constructed phi!..' 

losophy rallies in opposition—and all 
Just as elegant and smooth, and once- again 

 
 it works. Which is whY- finch 

things are both trusted and mistriisted: .1  
But a work of art bears withinitaell 

its own verification: GilaceptionsTJ,•
which are devised or stretche(F-doriot-- 
stand being portrayed in imagei.i.;ffia:z° 
all .,come crashing down, appear Sickly  : 
and pale, convince no one. But those 
works of art which have scooped up 
the truth and presented it to us as a ' 
living force—they take hold of us, corn 
pet us, and nobody ever, not even in. 
agesto come, will appear to refute 
them. 

So perhaps that ancient trinity of 
truth, goodness and beantkis nopaini7._ , 
ply an empty, faded formula-as ..We 
thought in the days of our lelf4zifi, 
dent, materialistic youth? If the :tops, ' 
of these three trees converge, ai the 
scholars maintained; but the tod his-
tant, too 'direct stems of truth and 
goodness are crushed, cut d‘wri, not al-
lowed through—then perhaps the fan-
tastic, unpredictable, unexpected stems 
of beauty will push through and soar 
to that very same place, and in so 
doing will fulfill the work of al/ three? 

In that case Dostoyevsky's remark,. 
"Beauty will save the world,"-  was not 
a ' careless phrase but a prophesy? 
Alter all, he was granted to see 'muck 
a man of fantastic illumination. . 

And in that case art, literature 
might really be able to help the world 
today? 

It is the small. insight which, over 
the years, I have succeeded hi gaining 
nib this matter- that I shall attemPt141 
lay before you here today. 	" ' 

104 • , - 
	• TN ORDER , to mount this platform , 	 . 

„.„ 

not been unwind' under lit ptiiii#:‘,/ffs-;,  
motivations and scale of values, his ac-
ffont and  intentioiis . are .deieriained by 
his personal and group experience of ; „ life. As the Reasian saying goes ,̀Do 
not believe your brother, believe your 
own crooked' 'ele."- And that, is the 
most sound basis for an understanding 
'of the 'world around us ancinf heman I 
Conduct in it. Azutduring thibutg epochs 
when our world lay spread. 'Out in ' 
Mystery and .wilderness, before it be 
came enCroae.hid by common lines of 



and what lies beyond the boundaries 
of wickedness, what is honesty, what 

.., 

	

	 rdeceit. And although the safiertfileo. 
ples led extxeMOSK • rent li*razid 
their sichial4ain 	erefteii*rik 
ingiy ' st‘ odds,'juAi 	eir ,,syttehis of 
weights and measures diA not agree, 
still these Aiscrepancies surprised only 

--ideeasianal;44* 1ers, were reported in 
4ournsIS i de ti name of wonders, i!  
and are no danger to mankind which , 
was not yet one...,  

But now during the past few dec-
ades, imperceptibly, suddenly, man- • 
4hict.  has become one—hopefully one 

:and dangerously-;
one—so that the con- !!. 

eussions and inflammations of one of 1-  - 	- 

its parts„-are '- '41iitost instantaneously 
".!paSsed : On"teiOtliers, sometimes ! 
lacking, 	any,,,kind of necessary im- : 
ninnity' 'Mankind has become one, but 
net steadfastly one as communities or 
even nations used: to be, not united 
through' :;years 	:mutual experience, ' 
!neither tIiroagll Oossession of single 
eye, .affectionatelyealled, crooked, nor 
yet through a cOmmon native lan-

!gniite; !•bilf„;,'Iiiiiiissing all barriers, 
through International broadcasting 

„ -:A11 • aindanclie, Of events descends 
upon 	enefndnute half the world 
hears of their splash. But the yardstick 
:by "which to measure those events and 
to evaluate them: 'in accordance with 
the_:Iaws of unfamiliarparts of the 

CO' ild=±4s 	,ffick: and cannot be con 
 Vie:!'soundwa,,Ves and in newspa-

tier colimns;: 

erything-  which is further away, which 
"does: riot, threaten'. this very day to in- 

vade „our ,threshold—With all its 
'groans;; its Stifled"eries, its destroyed 
, liVeS; even if it inVolves millions of 

tinasT-this we consider on the whole to 
be Perfectly bearable and of tolerable 
preporticits,:.7.. • 	 1 1  

In one partof the world, not so long 
ago, under Periectillons not inferior to 
thote of the ancient Romans, hundreds 

! of .11iousandi -of silent Christians gave 
up their /lye; for.their belief in God, 
In the otheinheinisOiere a certain Mad-
inah(and no doubt he is not alone) 

• 
 

speeds across thq ocean to deliver us 
4  from-ieligioitit a thrust of steel 

Into:the idgh priest; He has calculated ' 
for each And every .one of us according 
to hi personal' scale of values. 

which fiba, a distance, accord-

Ang to one scale, 0 values, appears as 

enviable and flourishing freedom, at 
close quarters, and , according to other 
values, is left • to, be infuriating coiP 
straint calling. for hutes.to, be overt!!!-, 
thrown. That which in one piirt Of the 
world might :represent a' dream,  of 
credible /Prosperipr, in another has the 
exasperatng54ffect of wild exploita-
tion demanding immediate strike..  

There are different 	of isilueej!' 
'for natural catastrophes: A flood •-_Crinrt 
ing 200,056 Iiiret seems lest' significant !, 
than our ;:incal edrident; There are 
relent scales of values for persOnal  
suits Sometimes' even an ironic. smile 
or a disinissive gesture is humiliating, 
while at others -cruel beatings, are for. 
given as an Unfortunate jeke.' There !°' .  
are different scalpsof values for pun-  
ishment and wickedness:` According 

, 
	tie;Y. 

one a nionth'S arriet, banishment .14.'4  
the 	 'I 1 ti 	11' ' 	' 	! 
one is fed on white ton' and milk, 
shatters the imagination an4..f1.1.sthe.,. 
newspaper columns with rage. While; 
according to another,:prisen sentences 
of 25 years, isolation cells where the 
walls are cciye.redrlii ice and the prison-; 
ers stripped..to their underclothes, lu 

' natic asylums, for the sane, and count-
less unreasonable people who foraome'. 
reason will keep running away, shot on 
the frontiers—all thisi is common and 
accepted: 	 ' 

Yet we cannot reproach human 
sion for this duality', for this,  
founded incomnrehension of another 
man't distant grief; man "it jast made 
that way. But for they/hole 'of 	, 
kind, compressed into "a single Jimp,:: 
such mutual ineotapreliensicin presents, 

the threat of imminent and yiolent de-
struction. One vidkla,;:,.. one •mankind.,.:„ 
cannot exist' in the :face of six, four or. 
even two fcales ,of values:. We shall be 
torn apart by this disparity of rhythm; 
this disparity of vibrations.. 

A man with two hearts is not-for this 1  
world; neither- shall we he-able to live '- 
side by side on one earth. 

(r4:s D UT WHO •‘ will coordinate  these 
-13 value scales, and; hew? Whe-4111;„, 
create for mankind one sYsteni Of in -; 
terpretation,.' 	:for', geod ;and evil., 
deeds, for; the, ..nnbearable 
bearable, as ••they . are:differentiate:V-5s 
today? Who,,will..make clear .to man-; 
kind what, is. realliheavy, 	and intoleta- 
ble and what only grazes: the akin.lo-
cally? Who will; direct the anger to!,,  
that which is most. terribleand notte-!,  
that which is mearer?!.  Who Might sue a".-; 
ceed in transfeming sueh an 4 under-' 
standing beyond fhe limits Of his ow,n  
human experience? Who 
ceed in impressing upon a bigotedi„; 
stubborn huthan. creature thel!distant 

grief of others; kilinderitandL 
ing of dimensiont-  and deceptions 
which he , hinitelf has "ne;er exPeri:. 
enced? Proiiiganda,:emittraint;' 
tific 'proof—all are uteletS; tint fOrtun.-:,, 
ately there ;does exist such a means in... 
our world. That means is art: • That -1-q 
means is literature, 	, 

They' e n perform a, miracle:,  They . 
can overcomernan's. detrimental-  PecuD 
iarity of learning only from” personal 
experience so that "the'experienee of 
other people- passes" him by livirain.' 
From man' to Min; it he completes his 
brief spell-  on, earth, art traneferi the.' 
whole weight of an 	life- "•!' 
long experience with all its burden's::: 
its colors, its siap- of.life; itreereates in 11 
the flesh an 'unknown experience 
allows us to possess it 'as Our own. ; - • - 

See sotzmwrrsirr, Page. B4 

se yardsticks were 
matured a: i.ui4 assimilated over too 
mah Teats, oe'iodq;  specific conditions 
in indxviduai countries and societies; 
they cannot he exchanged in mid-air. 

-In the various !Paris of the world men ,  
aPPP4tileit own: rd-earned values to 
events;'indAheiritidge stubbornly, con- 
fidently, 	according to their own 
scales, of Values and never according to 
any ethersi;  

And if there are not many such dif-
ferent scales of values in the world, 
there are at least several, one for eval-
uating events neti at hand, another 
for events far away, aging societies 

----poSsess-one---yount societies another, 
14anessf91, people another. The di-

vergent, Scares 61 Vklues scream in dis- 
, cordititei; they' diaile and daze us. and 
; So that it rnighteot be painful we steer 

Clear -Of all other 'values, as though, 
from insanity, as though from illusion, 
and we confidently judge the whole 

.s World according to our own home val-
ues. Which is why we take for the 
greater; more painful and less beara-
ble that which ,lles closest to us. Ev- 



SOLZHENITSYN, From Page B1 
And even more, much more than 

that: Both countries and whole conti- 

nents repeat each other's mistakes with 

time lapses which can amount to cen-

, turies. Then, one would think, it would 

all be so obvious. But no: That which 
some nations have already experi- 
enced, considered and rejected is sud-
denly discovered by others to be the 
latest word. And here again, the only 
substitute for an experience we our-
selves have never lived through is art, 
literature. They possess a wonderful 
ability: Beyond distinctions of ' lan-
guage, custom, social structure, they 
can convey the life experience of one 
whole nation to another.. To an inexpe-
rienced nation they can convey a harsh 
national trial lasting many decades, at 
best sparing an entire nation from a 
superfluous, or mistaken, or even dis-
astrous course, thereby' curtailing the 
meanderings of human history. 

It is this great and noble property of 
art that I urgently recall to you today 
from the Nobel tribune. 

And literature conveys irrefutable , 
condensed experience in yet another 
invaluable direction: namely, from gen-
eration to generation. Thus it becomes 
the living (memory of the nation. Thus 
it preserves and kindles within itself  
the flame of her spent history, in ' a 
form which is safe from deformation 
and slander. In this way literature, to-
gether with language, protects the soul 
of the nation. 

(In recent times it has been fashion-
able to talk of the leveling out of na-
tions, of the disappearance of different 
races in the melting-pot of contempo-
rary civilization. I do not agree with 
this opinion. Nations are the wealth 
of mankind, its collective personalities: 
the very least of them wears its own 
special colors and bears within itself a 
special facet of divine intention.) - 

But woe to that nation whose litera-
ture is disturbed by the intervention of 
power. Because that is not just a viola-
tion against freedoni of print, it is the"  
closing down of the heart of the na-
tion, a slashing to pieces of its mem-
ory. The nation ceases to be mindful of 
itself, it is deprived of its spiritual 
unity and despite a supposedly com-
mon language, compatriots suddenly 
cease to understand 'one another.. Si-
lent generations grow old and die with-
out ever having talked about them-
selves, either to each other or to their 
descendants. 

When such as [poet. Anna] Akhma-
tova and [satirist Yengeny] Zamyatin-
interred alive throughout their lives—
are condemned to create in silence 
until they die, never hearing the echo 
of their written words, then that is not  

only their personal tragedy, but a sor-
row to the whole nation, a danger to ' 
the whole nation. 

In some cases, moreover—when as a 
result of such a silence the whole of 
history ceases to be understood in its 
entirety—it is a danger to the whole of 
mankind. 

AT VARIOUS times 'and in carious 
 countries there have arisen 

heated, angry and exquisite debates as-
to whether art and the artist should be 
free to live for themselves, or whether 
they should be forever mindful of 
their duty towards society and serve it 
albeit in an unprejudiced way. For me 
there is no dilemma, but I shall refrain 
from raising once again the train of ar-
guments. One of the most brilliant ad-
dresses on this subject was actually Al-
bert Camus' Nobel speech, and I would 
happily subscribe to his conclusions. 
Indeed, Russian literature has for sev-
eral decades manifested an inclination 
not to become too, lost In contempla-
tion of itself, not to flutter about too 
frivolously. I aril not ashamed to con-
tinue this tradition to the best of my 
ability. • Russian literature has long 
been familiar with the notions that a 
writer can do much within his society, 
and that it is his duty to do so. 

Let us not violate the right of the 
artist to express exclusively his own 

experiences and introspections, disre-
garding everything that happens in the 
world beyond. Let us not demand of 
the artist but reproach,  beg, urge 

and entice him—that we may be al-
lowed to do. After all, only in part 
does he himself develop his talent: The 

greater part of it, is blown into him at 

birth as a finished product, and the 

gift of talent imposes responsibility on 

his free will. Let us assume that the 

artist does not owe anybody anything. 
Nevertheless, it is painful to see how, 
by retiring into his self-made worlds or 

the spaces of his subjective whims, he 
'can surrender the real world into the 
hands of men who are mercenary, if 
not worthless, if not insane. 

Our 20th Century has proved to be 
more cruel than preceding centuries, 
and the first fifty-  years have not 
erased all its horrors; our world is rent 
asunder by those same old cave-age 
emotions of greed, envy,, lack of con-
trol, mutual hostility which have 
picked up in passing respectable pseu-
donyms like class struggle, radical con-
flict, struggle of the masses, trade-un-
ion disputes. The primeval refusal to 
accept a compromise has been turned 
into a theoretical principle and is-con-
sidered the virtue of orthodoxy. It de- 

mends millions of sacrifices in cease-
less civil wars, it drums into our, souls 
that there is no such thing as unchang-
ing, universal concepts of goodness 
and justice, that they are all fluctuat-
ing and inconstant. Therefore the rule 
—always do what's most profitable to 
your party. Any professional group no 
sooner sees a 'convenient opportunity 
to break off a piece, even if it be un-
earned, even if it be superfluous, than it 
breaks it off there and then and no 
matter if the whole of society comes 
tumbling down. As seen from the out-
side, the amplitude of the tossing of 
Western society is approaching that 
point beyond which the syitem be-
comes unstable and must fall. Vio-
lence, less and less embarrassed by the 
limits imposed by centuries 'of lawful-
ness, is brazenly and victoriously strid-
ing across the whole world, uncon-
cerned that its infertility has been 
demonstrated and proved many times"  

in history. What is more, it is not sim-
ply crude power that triumphs abroad, 
but its exultant justification. 

rytHE WORLD is being inundated by the 
brazen conviction that power can dko 

anything, justice nothing. Dostoyevsky's 
devils—apparently a provincial night-
mare fantasy of the last century—are 
crawling across the whole world in 
front of our very eyes, infesting coun-
tries where- they could not have been 
dreamed ofj And by means of hijack-
ings, kidnaping,s, explosions and fires 
of recent years they are announcing 
their determination to shake and de-
stroy civilization! And they may well 
succeed. The young, at an age when 
they have not yet any experience other 
than sexual, when they do not yet have 
years of personal suffering and ',per-
sonal understanding behind them, are 
jubilantly repeating our. depraved Rus-
sian blunders of the 19th Century, 
under the impression that they are dis-
covering something new. They acclaim 
the latest wretched degradation on the 
part of the Chinese Red Guards as a 
joyous example. In shallow lack, of un-
derstanding of the age-old essence of 
mankind, in the naive confidence of in-
experienced hearts they cry: Let us 
drive away those cruel, greedy 'oppres-
sors, governments, and the new ones '  

(we), having laid aside grenades and ri-
fles, will be just and understanding. 
Far from it ... But of those who have 
lived more and understand, those who 
could oppose these young—many do 
not dare oppose, they even suck up, 

,anything not to appear conservative. 
,Another Russian phenomenon of the 
19th Century which Dosteyevsky called 
slavery to progressive quirks. 

The spirit of. Munich has by no 
means retreated into the past: It was 
not merely a brief episode. I even ven-
ture to say that the spirit of Munich 





betrayed those humble people into the 

will of the governments which they 

', had not chosen. 
'It would seem that the appearance 

of the contemporarY world rests solely . 

'in the hands of the scientists: All man-

kind's technical steps are determined ; 

by them; It would seem that it is pre-

cisely on the international goodwill of 

scientists, and not of politicians, that 

the direction of the world would de-

pend. All the more so since the exam-

ple of the few shoWs how much could 

be achieved were they all to pull to-
gether. But no: Scientists have not 
manifested any clear attempt to be- 
come an important, independently ac- 

, 
tive force of mankind. They speUd en- 
tire congresses in renouncing the suf-
ferings of others: Better to stay safely 

prevails in the 20th Century. The timid 

civilized world has found nothing with 

which to oppose the onslaught of a 

sudden revival of barefaced barbarity; 

other than concessions and smiles., The 

spirit of Munich is a sickness of the 

will of successful people; it is the daily 

condition of those who have given' 

themselves up to the thirst after pros- 

perity at any price, to material well- 

being as the chleegoal of earthly exist-

ence. Such people—and there " are 
many in today's world—elect passivity.,  
and retreat, just so as. their accus-
tomed life might drag on a bit longer, 
just so as not to step over the thresh-.  
old of hardship today—and tomorrow, 
You'll see, it will all be all right. (But it 
will never be all right. The price of 
cowardice will only be evil: We shall 
reap courage and victory only when we 
dare to make sacrifices.) 

And on top of this we are threatened 
by destruction in the fact that the 
physically compressed, strained world.;  
is not allowed to blend spiritually: The.., 
molecules of knowledge , and sympathy , 

) are not allowed to jump over from one 
half to the other. This presents a ramp- 
ant danger: the supression of informa-
tion between the parts of the planet.- 
Contemporary science knows that sup, 
pression of information' leads to 
tropy and total destruction. Suppres7, 
sion of information renders interna. 
tional signatures and agreements illu- 
sory: Within a muffled zone it costs 
nothing to reinterpret any agreement, 
even simpler to forget it, as though it 
had never really existed. (Orwell uW 
derstood this supremely.) A muffled, 
zone is, as it were, populated not by, in- , 
habitants of the earth, but by an expe-: 
ditionary corps froth Mars: The people 
know nothing intelligent about the rest 
of the earth and are prepared to go 
and trample it down in the holy con= 
viction that they come as liberators.,  

A quarter of a century ago,, in the 
great hopes of mankind, the United 
Nations organization was born. Alas, in 
an immoral world, this too grew up to 
be immoral. It is not a United Nations 
organization but a united governments 
organization where all governments 
stand equal; those which are freely 
elected, those imposed forcibly, and 
those which have seized power with 
weapons. Relying on the mercenary 
partiality of the majority, the U.N. 
jealously guards the freedom of some 
nations and neglects the freedom of 
others. As a result of an obedient' vote 
it declined to undertake the investiga-
tion of private appeals--the groans, 
screams and beseechings of humble in-
dividual plain c, people—not large 
enough a catch foesuch a' great organi, 
zation. The U.N. made no effort to 
make the Declaration of Human Rights, 
its best document in 25 years, into an 
obligatory condition of membership 
confronting the governments. Thus it,  

within the precincts of science. That 
same spirit of Munich has spread 
above them its,  enfeebling wings. 

What then is the place and role "of 
the writer in this cruel,' dynamic, split 
.world on the brink of its ten destruc-
tions? After all, we have nothing to do 
with letting off rockets. "We,  do not 
even piish the lowliest of hand-carts. 
We are quite scorned by, those who re-
spect only material power. Is it not 
natural for us, too;to step back, to lose 
faith in the steadfastness of goodness, 
in the indivisibility of I truth, and to 
just impart to the world our bitter, de-
tached observations:: How mankind has 
become hopelessly. corrupt, how men'  

have degenerated, and how difficult it 
is for the few beautiful and refined 
souls to live amongst, them? 	-  

But we have not even recourse to 
this flight. Anyone who-has once taken 
up the word can never again evade it: 
A writer is not the detached:judge of 
his compatriots and ,conternporaries; 
he is an ,  accomplice to all the evil com-
mitted in his native land or by his 
countrymen. And it the tanks of his 
fatherland' have flooded the asphalt of 
a foreign capital with blood, then the,  

brown spots have slapped against the 
face of the writer forever. And If one 
fatal night they suffocated his sleeping, 
trusting friend, •then the palms of the 
writer, bear the bruises from that rope. 
And if his young fellow-citizens breezi-
ly declare the superiority of depravity 
over honest work, if they' give them-
selves over, to drugs or seize hostages, 
then their stink mingles with the breath 
of the writer. Shalt we have the temer-
ity to declare that we are not responsi-
ble for the sores of the present-day 
world? 

1r3-01NEVER, I am cheered by a vital 
.11. awareness of world literature as of 
a single huge heart, beating out the 
cares and troubles of • our world, albeit 
presented and perceived differently in 
each of its corners. 

Apart from age-old national litera-
tures there existed, even in past ages, 



the conception of world literature as 
an anthology skirting 'the heights of 
the national ,literatures;, and , as the 
sum total,  of mutual." literary influ- 
ences. But • there occurred< a lapse in 
time: Readers, and writers hecame ac-
quainted with writers of other tongues 

.only after a time lapse; sometimes last-
ing centuries, so- that Mutual. inflh. 
ences were' also .'delayed and: the an-
thology of national literary' heights 
was :re■ieeled. only: in the;eYes of de- 
seeticlants,. not ef conten10,t:Mea• 

But today, betWeen 'the...Writers of 
one country and the writers and.read- 
ere of another, there it -a 	if 
not instantaneous then iiiinOst so. I ex- 

,perience, this .With inyielf-Those of my 
books whith:" alas, have not ;been 
'printed• in my .own country have soon 
found a responsive, world-wide audi-
ence, despite hurried and often bad 
translations. .Such distinguished West-

, ern writers as Heinrich Boell have un-
dertaken critical analysis of .therm. All ; 
these last years, when my work and , 
freedom have Rot come crashing down, 
when contrary, to the laws of gravitY 
they have hung suspended as thoUgh 
on air, as though on nothing,--on the j 
invisible dumb tension of a;  symPa- ; 
thetic public membrane—then it was 
with grateful warmth, and quite unex- 
pectedly for myself, that I learned of 
the further support of the interna- 
tional brotherhood of writers. On my 
50th birthday I was astonished to -re` 
ceive congratulations from well-known 
Western writers. No pressure on me 
came to pass by unnoticed. During my , 
dangerous weeks of exclusion from the 
Writers' Union the wail of defense ad-
vanced by the world'i Prominent pro- 
tented me froht worse persecutions: 
And Norwegian writers and artists hos-
pitably prepared a' roof for me,- in the 
event of my threatened exile being put 
into effect. Finally, even the advance-
ment of my name for the. Nobel Priie 
was raised not in the country where °I'  
live and write, but by Francois Maul,  
riac and his colleagues. And later still 
entire national writers'• unions have ex- 

	

pressed their support for me. 	- 
Thus I have understood an& felt that 

world literature is no longer an ab= 
street anthology, nor a generalization 
invented by literary historians; it is 
rather a certain common body and a 
common spirit, a living heartfelt unity 
reflecting the, growing unity of man-, 
kind. State frontiers still turn crimson, 
heated by electric 'wire and bursts of 
machine fire; and various ministries of . 	 .  

its people occupy„ and at ,,best..,ot its 
national 	- 	' 

, 	4 
I believe that world literatureliaslt 

in its liovier to heir' mankind',' IF these t 
its troubled hoUrs, to Seel'itself:as it 
really is, 'notwithstanding, the, Indoc-  Y. 
trinations of prejudiced, people and 
parties. World literature,  has it in its 
power to convey tondensed'exparience 
from one land to another so that we 1a 
might cease to, pe split and dasaled, 
that , ,the different  
might, he made tor, agree; adicl. one, na-
tion learn' correctly- and concisely' the 
true history of another:, With ; 'Such 
strength of , recognition "and painful ti  
awareness' as if it hacl itself „experi- 
enced the same, and thus, 	. be tx 
spared from repeating , the , same cruel 
mistakes.' And perhaps under Such con- 
ditions 	

ri 
 we artists will be able 'td• cul-; 

tivate within ourselvei a 'ffeid'OE'Vision 
to embrace ,the. -Whole ..wOrld:,.,Itn 'the 
center observing like any other hijman 
being that which Iles. nearby; At the e. 
edges we shall begin to draw in-that r 
which, is happening• in the rest 'of the I 
world. And we shall corritate,'arid we ;?, 

.. 	. , 	., .. 	„, 
shall' obserire world Piiipertions. '7 7"-  4 :,. 

And who, if not writers, are to pass •i' 
' judgment-not only . on their:-: itiisiie;• ! 

cessful governnients (in some sia.ts 
this is the easiest way to earn one's 
bread, the occupation of any man who 
is not lazy)—but also on the peop.e , 
themselves, in their cowardly humila- 1. 
lion or selNatisfied weak ss Who 's 

,.,topitas judgment to0.  th II weight; htV,  
•sprinti of ' youth, and :"On `1he yoling-7 

4 

pirates brandishing their knives? ..• - 
We shall be told: What can litera-

ture possibly _do against the ruthless 
onslaught of open violence?-11a liens . 

i not forget that-violence does not live . 
alone and is not capable 1.:ofIiiringj 
alone: , It -is necessarily ,Intervioved.'., 
with falsehood_ Between them-lies-the- = t, 
most intimate. the deepesti0f natural' ! 
bonds-,  Any man. who . has;, once , ac-,  
claimed - violence -as 'his methet:must 

, ineXorably. 'choose' f. falsehood 'as 'his re:, 
' principle: At its 'birth; ,'Nricoltitee4tta.  di 

openly -.and,,elien' with' pride!' Bid no'" 
sooner 'does' it' become' etrcing firmly '',, 
established, than it sensei the rarefec; '' 
lion of the air around it randft Cannot .  
continue , to :exist without descending 
into .  a' fog of 	ClOthing them in !''' ' 
sweet talk It does not alwaya:iiothee',., - 
essarilY,, openly thrOttle ,P1.  tbioiltf. ' ". 
more often it demands from'

. 
 Its sub.-.:11 ; 

jects only an bath `of allegiaRce, to . - 
falsehood,'only complicity 'in false- 

it 
And the simple step of a simple; eott,i .4  

rageous man is nob tn partalkein faire,.:.; 
hood. Not to support false, actiona,,Let, ;.; 
that enter the ;world, let. it even reign;, 
in the, World—but , not with inp.help. .,,f. 
But -writers and artists can achieve 
more: They can conquer falsehood...in :  
the- struggle with falsehood,  art "always. :: 
did win and it always does Win:.7Openly;:.".; 
irrefutably, for everyone. , Falsehood.,  ,. 
can -hold out against.' much inIttlits-
world, but not against art.;.;,, ,E!'::'-k,,tv.  , /- .4 

And no-soOner will' falsehood'be dis,=-,f",  
persed than' the nakedness of 'violence-'.* 
will be revealed- it. all itiVuglininis ' .. 
and violence, decrepit; will fall: ,..'f 

That is why, my.  friends,' I believe4 
that we are able to help the world in'  . 
its 'white-hot hour. Not by making. the: 
exatise 'Of .poriseesing lie Weitichie, and' . 
not by givinkeurselVeAYOefr O'a '.10*9t.r.: 

louslifeL:hut by going 76,ivar: ,: 

in Russian. They.givPAtFOY .!41#7..,V1,1!1?"-.,.. 
Proverb's about truth ire,'.well-loy*" 

times striking expressiontothemt ire,,,,i  
considerable harsh., natio*: exAeri,  '1  
ence:. ,, , , 	.., .' 	c...;: 	i ' :4-a t, la i:  tvrt:‘i 

One word of truth eheks otth701111..-0,' 
the whole world.: 	:;.„, • ' .!..-,, Cp 7.' • ..1...‘ 

And it is here, on ahlinaginary Ishr,,,I,, 
tasy, a breach of the principle of the - :. 
conservation of mass, ,enck, enfrp,Itlist 1.-1  

- base. both my own activity end  my ap, ,i . 
peal to the writers of the whoIe world..:,, 
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internal affairs suu trunk that litera-
ture too is an internal affair falling 
under their jurisdiction; newspaper 
headlines still display: "No Right To , 
Interfere in Our Internal Affairs.", 
Whereas there are no internal affairs ,; 
left on our crowded earth. And man-, ' 
kind's sole salvation lies in everyond 
making everything his business: in the - 
people of the East being vitally con 
cerned with what is thought in the ,, 
West, the people of the West vitally 
concerned with what goes on in the 
East. And literature, as one of the 
most sensitive, responsive instruments , 
possessed by the human creature, has 

. been one of the first to adopt, assimi-
late, to catch hold of this feeling of a 
growing unity of mankind. And so. L 
turn with confidence to the world liter- . 
ature of today—hundreds of friends . 
whom I have never met in the flesh 
and whom I may never see. 

4.4-s 

FRIENDS: Let us try to help if we 
are worth anything at all. Who ,1  

from time immemorial has constituted 
the uniting, not the. dividing, strength!".  
in your countries, lacerated by discorct-
ant parties, movements, casts 'and ' 
groups? There in its essence is the po-
sition of writers: expressers of their ; 
native language—the chief binding 
force of the nation, of the very earth 


